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ATTENTION
The Up&Down3000 has been manufactured to a very high standard using carefully selected, good
quality materials. Whilst every responsible precaution has been taken to ensure this product ca be 
used safely and responsibly. The manufacture / supplier accepts no responsibility for any losses or 
misfortune which may occur either directly or indirectly from the use of this product.

STORAGE
Up&Down3000 is designed to be stored in a horizontal or an upright position, resting on its gearbox
or hanging on the iron handle. 

PRECUATIONS
it is strictly forbidden to use any kind of air operated tool or impact driver to operated Up&Down3000. 
use of such will destroy the gearings in the gear box. It will immediately avoid warranty. 
Always make sure that the gearing of the frame is not any object which could damage the frame. 
A low speed, high torque drill with a min chuck gripping force of 35 N/m is recommended. Always 
start on lowest speed.

4x square adaptor driver operators are supplied. The adaptors are designed to be shared to not cause 
any damage to the operatoany damage to the operator. Shared adaptors can indicate a serious problem with the lift. Stop use 
immediately and call your supplier. 

Check is the vehicle is stable on the lift and it cannot slide. 
Never exceed the maximum lifting height indicated by the red tape STOP. Do not spin the drill 
further once the lift is fully lowered - doing so will cause structural damage to the lift such as twisting 
the bar. 

SAFETY ADVICE
Continually assess the risks involved when operating the lift and working under vehicles. 
Do not touch the vehicle while lifting or lowering the vehicle. Always inspect the lift for signs 
of damage prior to use. 

If damage is noted or suspected, DO NOT USE THE LIFT. It is strictly forbidden to make any 
changes or repairs on the lift. Call your supplier for assistance. This lift is designed for lifting 
motor vehicles only. Do not use for any other purposes. 

Do not lift vehicles weighing moDo not lift vehicles weighing more than 3000 kg/ 6614 lbs. Make sure the operation area is clear 
of debris and persons before operating this lift. Only operat the lift on suitable, hard, flat, 
non-slip surface. 

It is forbidden to work under the vehicle without the car support (additional accessory). 
Never drive over the lift. Failure to follow this safety advice or any of the instructions herein 
may result in damage to the lift, property or people and will immediately void the product warranty. 



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Place the lift underneath the vehicle and position the solid pad on some of the lifting points which 
are used for this type of manipulation with the vehicle or on the hard and stable points which will not 
slip or tilt the vehicle.

Place the tube between both holes and secure with pin, washer and split cotter pin.




